KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-238-9320
SEPTEMBER 2019 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
Good news -- fall is on the way! Here we are at the crossroads of two seasons and we've
got the natural fibers you'll need for layering going forward. Nature starts to make us chilly
at this time of year, but we stitchers know how to transition with easy layers for right now, as
well as for cooler days ahead. Let's knit and crochet some cover-ups!
Whatever the temperature is where you live, cardigans and lightweight ponchos are
always an excellent choice as your go-to autumn wardrobe staple. We've got "forever
favorites" in eco-friendly, sustainable yarns you'll appreciate for making them, like merino
wool, alpaca, and cashmere. Start with texture -- find a perfectly textured sweater project
and settle in with a cozy all-season yarn like DREAM IN COLOR "Cosette" in a tonal colorway
that shows off stitch definition. And, the shawl trend, whether tip-to-tip, center-out, topdown, bottom up, short rows, modular or asymmetrical, shows no signs of going away. The
only problem you'll have is deciding what to make first!
If you want to progress in your craft and get beyond dishcloths and scarves, you need to
evolve your bag of tricks. Expand your skills and learn about textures, slip stitch colorwork
and lace as our knitting classes continue this fall. Our instructors will have you learning
something new before you know it. It's amazing what you can accomplish with a little
guidance and an opportunity to try.
Creativity is how many of us experience and express our individuality. Embrace fresh
starts this fall by discovering your terrific new project on our shelves. We hope you'll stop by
soon!
STORE HOURS
9:00 am - 5:00 pm Monday through Friday
closed Sundays and Labor Day
"It's JOJI LOCATELLI Month!"
10% off all purchases of in-stock, regularly-priced yarn
to make any JOJI LOCATELLI pattern project purchased here
throughout September 2019
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX
Private knitting and crocheting lessons
Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift certificates available
Mail orders available -- no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier
COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
Like us, follow us and share us on Facebook
(Kathy's Kreations; Ligonier, PA)
"We Love Kathy's" on Ravelry
#kathyknitz on Instagram
Find us at our Ligonier Valley Chamber of Commerce Member Page
e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com
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*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Be inspired by fall's stunning color palette and seize the day by getting
started with appealing accessories and versatile garments to greet the
season! We like to refer to autumn as the "stitching season" -- it's time for
easy layers, inviting colors, cozy textures, and these amazing arrivals
from our fall line-up...
We are pleased to announce that we have been selected as a top-tier DREAM IN COLOR
Gold Premier Shop, one of our favorite suppliers! This means we will be bringing you
specially chosen yarns, in seasonally-inspired colors four times a year, as well as our own
unique custom colorway once a year during the Steel Valley Yarn Crawl. Now, you can find
what's new here first! For example...
Ooh, la, la -- new colors from DREAM IN COLOR! Ten deep, rich semi-solid colors that are
perfectly wearable and fantastic to mix and match (shown upper left). This perfect on-trend
color palette is exciting! Semi-solid colors combined with pretty stitchwork patterns are all
the rage. These new colors dyed on "Cosette DK" are wonderful for fall sweaters or shawls
($32.50, 4 oz., 270 yards, 70% superwash merino wool/20% cashmere/10% nylon, CYCA #3) .
Shown here are Do Re Me (center top) and clockwise: Shadow Box, Skipping Stone, Lay A
Rose, Fortune Teller, Straw Into Gold, Sprout, Power Plant, As A Bird, and Rain on Me. All
ten colors are available on any DREAM IN COLOR yarn bases -- ask for details about special
ordering!
Premiered earlier this summer, EMMA'S YARN practically sold out during the Steel Valley
Yarn Crawl! We're introducing several new colorways of new-to-us "Practically Perfect Sock"
($26.95, 100 grams, 400 yards, 80% superwash merino wool/20% nylon, CYCA #2). This
durable, 2-ply yarn makes a practically perfect pair of socks! This yarn is machine washable
(yay!) and has the right amount of stretch for a comfortable pair of socks. This yarn is also
great in garments, shawls and wraps. Each skein is skillfully hand-dyed with care by Emma.
Our favorite colorway for autumn is 10 Questions...
CHIAGOO "Twist Shorties" are here! This interchangeable knitting needle system features
2" & 3" tips with 12 sets of surgical, stainless steel tips in sizes US 0 - 3 (2 - 3.25 mm) with
MINI-diameter red cables in 5", 6" & 8" lengths ($110.00/set). The set includes end stoppers,
tightening keys, connectors, stitch markers and a mini needle gauge. There is a pocket-size,
zippered, nylon fabric pouch to hold everything, complete with labeled pockets and snap
closure to securely hold all tips...
ATENTI luxury tote bags and organizers feature tapestry, fake fur, and amazing fabrics -knitting/crocheting fashion never felt so fun! Whether for strictly knitting or for a great
travel bag, ATENTI carries your stuff in style. With plenty of internal pockets and roomy
storage, projects will travel undercover fabulously. Tote your projects in the manner to
which they should be accustomed! Our newest fabrics include backstitch, tapestry, faux fur,
Mamallama, buffalo check with fleece liner and more...
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Originally meant as travel bags to organize jewelry, YAZZII BAGS
have quickly become so much more! Our recently-added line of colorful
organizer bags are ideal for knitting, crocheting and more (shown lower
right). Check out our premium bags to use for knitting needles, crochet
hooks and projects! These lightweight bags with accessible, clear
pockets are terrific companions for stitchers on the move...
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And now for something completely different! Available while supplies
last, SKACEL's adorable Sheep Bowls ($16.95, shown page 6, upper right) will
have you ooh'ing and aww'ing (ewe'ing and baa'ing). These super cute, sturdy
bowls look like half a sheep until you fill them up with yarn, notions, chips
and salsa, popcorn, or anything else you can think to use. Manufactured
from high-quality BPA-free plastic, they are dishwasher safe...
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*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Five new CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS pattern designs means five good reasons
for knitters to celebrate the arrival of fall! CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS tell us:
"It's with great joy that we present these patterns, perfect for wrapping up,
cozying up, cuddling up -- so go ahead and knit up!"
• Graphic Two-Tone Wrap & Scarf ($8.50, shown right): "A little practical, a
little posh! We wanted a long, columnar scarf in two colors -- without
knitting it lengthwise! This simple color-blocked piece is knitted end-to-end using the
very simplest form of the intarsia method. You'll learn how to manage both colors in
each row and how to cross strands at the color change -- great practice! The optional
patch pockets provide another graphic element, as well as a clever little place to tuck
your hands or small necessities -- lip balm and keys for long walks, a grocery list for
market trips, or a wee notebook for jotting down ideas! Choose a cozy worsted-weight
yarn in either soft tonal shades or bold contrasts." For a scarf that's flawlessly balanced
between rustic and sporty, we love BERROCO "Ultra Alpaca". For a polished, quietly
lustrous wrap, we picked HiKOO "Simplinatural.
• Oxford Socks ($8.50, shown page five, lower left): "With German short-row toes and
heels! One more smart little sock joins our roster of basic sock patterns. With supereasy short-row shaping method at the toe and heel, it's easy to master, easy to
remember, easy to start, and easy to finish! Choose a fine, superwash yarn with a high
twist and a touch of nylon" like DREAM IN COLOR 'Smooshy' or WONDERLAND YARN 'Queen
of Hearts' for long-lasting, pill-resistant socks that are easy care.
• Easy Relaxed Pullover ($12.50, lower left page 7): "Lived-In Comfort! We call this
sweater 'easy' for two reasons -- not only is it quite easy to make, it's so easy to wear!
This quick-knit sweater is lightweight and airy. Loose ribbing at the hem and cuffs gives
it a look of lived-in comfort. Holding three strands of lace-weight yarn together -- two
mohair, one smooth -- chose high contrast colors for a smudgy marl. Closer tones will
render a soft, pretty wash of color for a more tonal look. Worn casually over jeans and a
button-up or with a sleek dress, this sweater radiates effortless style."
• Studio Beret ($6.50, shown upper left page 8): "Universally flattering, impeccably
versatile! With Gaelic or Highland flare, a beret or tam is flattering on virtually
everyone. Its slightly slouchy shape can be pulled this way and that for style or down
over the ears for warmth. The Studio Beret is made with a tall band, roomy crown, and a
chunky weight yarn knit on smaller needle for a little more sculptable structure and
warmth. Utilitarian in its construction, iconic in its shape -- this beret is timeless!"
• Big & Bigger Basketweave Wrap ($8.50, shown lower left): "In two gauges! This began
with a big, woolly 'wrappy' scarf in an alternating stitch pattern of ribs and welts. We
wanted a piece with lots of squishy texture and glorious lavish proportions -- one we
could fling grandly over our shoulders or wrap up indoors or out. Then we scaled it down
a little, both in size and gauge. But you can knit either size in either gauge, so your
choices are vast. With generous proportions and a pleasant heft, we love to keep it over
the back of an armchair -- awaiting a cuddle." This pattern has been our most-requested
so far...
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*** SEPTEMBER KNIT ALONG ***
It's "Shawl-tember" at Kathy's Kreations! At the request of our KAL
friend Donna G, we will be knitting the Jujuy shawl by JOJI LOCATELLI
this month ($5.50, Ravelry Pro download, shown left). This stunning
shawl is knit from the center, top down, with three shades of fingering
weight yarn. Stitches are increased at each side on every row to give it
a characteristic crescent shape that will make the ends curl on their
own. Mesh sections are introduced as wedges with the use of short rows. Another choice is
Coastal Walk, an asymmetrical shawl with a lace body and an irregular garter border ($5.00
Ravelry Pro download). It would look divine knit in our new tonal shades of DREAM IN COLOR
"Cosette DK."
For our avid sock knitters, we are also featuring the Fan Dance Socks KAL with the one and
only CraSy Sylvie Rasch (pattern available free at www.skacelknitting.com). For those
unfamiliar with Sylvie, she resides in Berlin, Germany, and is a prolific crafter, designer,
author, inventor, YouTube personality, and so much more. A fiber arts celebrity in Europe,
Sylvie was the creative force behind the revolutionary ADDI FlexiFlips, thanks to her
partnership with Addi and Skacel Collection. Kathy Z, Vina, and Kathy E were pleased to
meet the amazing Sylvie at TNNA in Cleveland this summer...
Join us for fun knitting every Friday during September 2019 at Kathy's Kreations from
10:00 am - 2:00 pm for the group project, any JOJI LOCATELLI project, the continuation of
previous KALs, or any other works in progress purchased here. If you can't join us in person,
follow us on the Ravelry September 2019 shop thread at "We Love Kathy's"...
*** UPCOMING KNITTING CLASSES (call 724-238-9320 to register for all classes)***
Two new knitting class series based on books by Michelle Hunter and taught by instructor
Karen McCullough kick off this month. Building With Lace begins Tuesday, September 3,
2019; 9:30 am - 12:30 pm. Class registration is $20.00 for the class plus purchase of book
and yarn from Kathy's Kreations. AND, improve your knitting skills one square at a time with
Building Blocks, designed to help knitters navigate through major knitting techniques and
principles. The recommended yarn is HiKOO "Simpliworsted", a lovely blend of superwash
merino and premium acrylic/nylon that is very soft and durable. We begin the series with
the foundation stitches of all knitting, Knit/Purl. The design was chosen specifically to
increase your pattern reading skills and learn to "read" your work. The first session begins
Tuesday, September 3, 2019, from 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm. Registration fee is $15.00 plus
purchase of book and yarn from Kathy's Kreations.
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In our ongoing series of lace classes, students will master lace knitting one section at a
time as we follow along with Michelle Hunter's Building With Lace. Join our instructor Kathy
Erhard as she demonstrates the required skills and work along to make your own gorgeous
lace shawl as a wearable showcase of your skills. Our next class is scheduled for Saturday,
September 21, 2019, from 9:00 am - 12 noon at Kathy's Kreations. It's not too late to join
this group and take your lace skills from casual to experienced as the series continues.
This month's Building With Lace class explores two lace patterns: one with the rich
tradition of Estonian lace knitting and the other that adds cables to lace (shown right).
Estonian knitting patterns are know for their raised stitches that resemble small bobbles
known as "nupps." The word "nupp" means "knob" or "button' in Estonian and
rhymes with "soup." We will also learn how to make left-and right-crossed
cables without a cable needle. Students are using the gorgeous HiKoo by
Skacel RYLIE (50% baby alpaca, 25% mulberry silk, 25% linen) yarn, so see Kathy
Z for this yarn or a suitable substitute and bring US size 5 24" circular needles.
This class has students working on various sections of the shawl, so you are
welcome whether you have started your shawl or not. Class fee is $20 per
session.
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*** OCTOBER KAL ***
Stay tuned for more information on our October 2019 KAL with Michelle "Knit Purl" Hunter!
This will mark Michelle's FINAL Progressive Needles KAL. Although the design is a mystery, we
can reveal that it is an asymmetrical shawl that uses one cake of HiKOO "Simplicity Spray" and
two coordinating shades of "Simplicity". We do have some in stock, but this yarn has been
selling like the proverbial hotcakes. Help us make Michelle's finale a huge success!
Michelle Hunter will be our featured guest instructor at our upcoming Fall Fling Weekend
October 25 - 27, 2019. At this time, the workshop is currently filled to maximum capacity,
but please let us know if you would like to be notified in the event of a cancellation...
*** KATHY'S V-NECK GUIDELINES ***
V-necklines are dramatically simple, comfortable to wear, and often associated with
"sporty" sweaters. V-neck shaping often begins at the same point as the armhole, but may be
made deeper (trending this season) or shorter to exaggerate the effect. A traditional V-neck
usually tapers to a point, but can also have a squared-off lower edge from 1" - 3". Or it can
be made shallow and wide for the back of a dramatic evening sweater.
V-necks work well with most silhouettes, but the back neck should be narrow enough to
provide stability and prevent it from "riding up". As a general rule, the deeper the neckline,
the narrower the width of the neckline should be . The back neck should be slightly shaped
to conform to the back of the wearer's neck. This finesse touch significantly improves the
garment fit. Ideal back neck shaping begins at the shoulder line, with the beginning of the
shoulder shaping. Bind off roughly 1/3 of the back neck stitches, then bind off the remaining
stitches equally on each side in two or three steps (depending on the gauge). For plus sizes,
begin "V" about 1" AFTER the armhole bind-off to avoid making too large an opening. For
children's sweaters, begin "V" about 1" below the armhole bind-off so that the garment will fit
over the head.
Picking up and knitting stitches around a V-neckline neatly is critical to the final
appearance of the garment. Use the pattern only as a guide, particularly if your gauge has
been adjusted.
RIBBING "RULES"
--- Pick up 1 stitch for every stitch along horizontal sections (ex., back neck, picking up
stitches into stitches)
--- Pick up 3 stitches for every 4 rows on any vertical edge (ex., cardigan
fronts, picking up stitches into rows/rounds; a reflection of the gauge,
may need to do 2 out of 3 or almost 1 for every stitch with garter stitch
or some slip stitch patterns
--- Pick up 5 out of 6 along diagonal lines, or 1 stitch for every row/ round
(ex., V-necks, picking up stitches into rows/rounds)
©2019 Kathy Zimmerman. All rights reserved. No re-print without permission.
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*** UPCOMING CLASSES, continued (call 724-238-9320 to register) ***
Shawls, while beautiful, can sometimes be difficult to wear. The Zebra
Fade wrap’s circular design avoids the problem of struggling with your
shawl as you wear it. Knitted in one background and three contrasting
colors that gradually fade from dark to light, Zebra Fade is worked in a
slip stitch pattern. It looks like two colors were knitted in each row, but
the secret is that all you need is one color in each row. See Kathy Z. for
the beautiful HiKOO by Skacel “Sueño” yarn that makes Zebra Fade striking. Join Kathy
Erhard on Saturday, September 21, 2019, from 1 to 4 PM at Kathy's Kreations to learn to
make the Zebra Fade wrap. Class fee is $25 and includes pattern.

*** STEEL VALLEY YARN CRAWL WRAP-UP ***
Thanks to everyone who participated in the Steel Valley Yarn Crawl last month -- you
helped make it the ten best days of summer, for sure! We had an increase in participants and
folks who visited all eleven shops, collecting pins along the way. Congratulations to our lucky
prize winners Donna G (basket #1, shown lower right), Chris A (basket #2) and Lisa B ($50 gift
card). Please save the dates July 31 - August 9, 2020, and join us again next year...
*** WESTMORELAND COUNTY FAIR DESIGN-A-SCARF CONTEST ***
Congratulations to the winners of KATHY'S KREATIONS Design-A-Scarf Contest / Think
Green from this year's Westmoreland County Agricultural Fair: 1st place Eileen Iwinski; 2nd
place Barb Baloga; 3rd place Karen Sredzinski. It was our pleasure to sponsor the contest
once again!
*** STRETCHY BIND OFF ***
Edges are a big deal in knitted shawls. Binding off usually requires a stretchy edge, but
what does that entail? Here's an easy way that Kathy recommends for a stretchy bind off:
• Step 1: Knit one stitch.
• Step 2: Make a yarn-over and knit the next stitch.
• Step 3: Insert the tip of the left needle into the yarn-over and the stitch
that is at the right side of the yarn-over. Pass the yarn-over and the
right stitch over the left stitch and off the needle. One stitch remains
on the right needle.
Repeat steps 2 & 3 until all stitches are bound off. Voila -- these few
simple steps make a neat-looking, stretchy bind-off suitable for socks,
sweater neckbands, headbands, blankets, scarves as well as shawls!
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*** FALL FASHION TRENDS ***
As we head into fall, VOGUE KNITTING shares with us their trend
predictions for the upcoming season: 80s Revival, Menswear-Inspired,
texture, blocks, and lace.
• 80s REVIVAL
Everything old is new again! With silhouettes getting more oversized, focus being shifted
back up to the shoulders and colors in every shade imaginable, the 80s are back in full swing.
Other details include creative use of color, mixing novelty yarns with standard yarns, bold
geometric prints, and ways to draw the attention up the body.
• MENSWEAR-INSPIRED
With growing trends toward gender-fluid dressing and genderless fashion, look for the
following: oversized silhouette (the boyfriend cardigan, boyfriend jeans, etc.); heritagefocused (Fisherman and Aran sweaters); vintage, varsity style clothing; raglan & saddleshouldered sweaters; and styles that both men and women can wear.
• BLOCKS
Not just color blocking, but pattern blocking and texture blocking. Multiple patterns and/
or textures are combined within one garment to create something that looks truly unique and
modern.
• LACE
Look for pieces that incorporate both unique lace patterns and a plain stitch, as well as
fringe and lace in the same garment. Fringe will appear in more areas than just the edge and
sides of the garment.
• GARMENT DETAILS
Key details include unique collar designs (camp collar, mock neck, etc.), A-line shaping,
and pleats.
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*** UPCOMING EVENTS ***
KNITTER'S DAY OUT (KDO) Friday & Saturday September 27 & 28,
2019 -- visit Kathy "On The Road" in the Market at this day and a
half of classes, shopping and camaraderie devoted to knitting and
fiber arts. For details, visit www.knittersdayout.org
• FORT LIGONIER DAYS October 11 - 13, 2019 -- come celebrate with
us as this fall festival marks its 60th year
•
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*** SPRING BREAK WORKSHOP 2020 ***
Registrations are now being accepted for our 9th annual Spring
Break, to be held April 17-19, 2020, at Kathy's Kreations, hosted by
Kathy Zimmerman. We are delighted to announce that Jolie Elder of
Mableton, GA will be our featured instructor. We first met Jolie at the
2019 Pittsburgh Knit & Crochet Festival, where her classes received
rave reviews. And now, we are bringing her to Ligonier!
Jolie has explored a wide range of needle arts after learning to cross stitch at the age of
four. She designs, teaches, spins, and "stunt" knits in the Atlanta area where she dymystifies
the obscure. She has served on the boards of the Atlanta Knitting Guild, North Georgia
Knitting Guild, Southeast Fiber Arts Alliance, and Center for Knit and Crochet. She has been
published in PLY, Spin-Off, and Cast On. She is a nationally-recognized knitting instructor,
having taught at Stitches, Georgia Fiber Fest, Maryland Sheep & Wool, and a variety of fiber
fairs and guild knitting retreats.
Jolie's "cleverest un-vention" is a method for working stockinette-based laces reversibly,
which she calls "Versa Lace". She will be presenting a 9-hour weekend workshop on how to
convert stockinette-based lace patterns into reversible lace patterns based on 1X1 ribbing.
Class projects include the Juniperus Ficus Scarf and the Alacrity Fingerless Mitts (photo
shown upper right). Topics covered include double-increases and double-decreases, as well
as casting on for tubes and for center-out circular shawls.
About Juniperus Ficus Scarf, Jolie says: "This is a basic reversible lace. It uses 1X1
ribbing, double yarn-overs, and both left-leaning and right-leaning reversible decreases. The
pattern begins with one-color Italian Cast-on and ends with a tubular bind-off. The stitch
pattern is a four-row repeat."
About Alacrity Fingerless Mitts, Jolie says: "This luxury one-skein project uses reversible
lace to create warm and elegant mitts. Worked from the top down in one piece, you can
knit until you are almost out of yarn, leaving little waste. Mitts can be worn with cuffs
turned up or down. Since they are completely reversible, the directions for the left hand
and right hand are identical." Skills we will learn with these mitts include: tubular cast-on in
the round, 1X1 ribbing, reversible centered double decrease, reversible centered 5-into-1
decrease, bridge, and tubular grafted bind-off. Ask to see our shop model mitts, knit with
DREAM IN COLOR "Cosette".
The weekend package includes an after-hours Soup & Sliders party and special shopping
time at Kathy's Kreations (Friday evening); an informal meet & greet on Friday evening to
get acquainted; an optional Friday evening knit-along; morning coffee breaks and two
lunches at the Ramada; classes Saturday and Sunday; extended lunch break on Saturday with
time to shop in the pretty little town of Ligonier and goodie bags (includes yarns for class
projects). Registration is $250 per person. Overnight lodging is not included and is optional
for local participants. The Ramada has set up a special rate for us, so please make your own
reservations by calling 724-238-9545. Space is limited on a first-come, first-served basis, and
the workshop is already half-filled. Please e-mail or call 724-238-9320 for more information
or to request a flyer.
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*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Join the "First Mondays" group for an evening of knitting, crocheting
and fellowship, at Panera Bread Greengate in Greensburg, PA. Meeting
dates are Monday evenings September 9, 2019 (second Monday due to Labor
Day holiday) and October 7, 2019; 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm.
*** “KNITTING IN THE AFTERNOON" AT KATHY'S KREATIONS September10, 2019; and
October 8, 2019; 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm (rsvp please, all skill levels welcome) ***
Join us for stitching, lots of fun conversation and maybe ice cream!
*** SATURDAY SIT-N-KNIT September 14, 2019 and October 19, 2019; 10:00 am - 2:00
pm; (rsvp please, all skill levels welcome) ***
Join us at Kathy's Kreations for fellowship and stitching for projects purchased here.
*** FUN FRIDAYS, September 20, 2019 and October 18,2019; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm ***
Have you heard of the Swedish practice of fredagsmys? It translates into "cozy Fridays."
Come in for the yarn and leave with friendships on Fun Friday, our version of fredagsmys!
Join our "knitting community" for fellowship, stitching, and how-to's for projects
purchased here. Whether this is your first project or your hundredth, this is the place for
you to learn, grow and enjoy being with other knitters and crocheters just like you...
*** SEPTEMBER KNIT-ALONG (KAL) ***
Stop by on Fridays in September from 10 am - 2 pm (rsvp please) to work on our newest
KAL with your stitching friends to cheer you on. Our featured projects are Jujuy Shawl, Fan
Dance Socks and JOJI LOCATELLI projects. Not working on the KALs? You are still welcome
to come -- simply bring any knit or crochet project purchased at Kathy's Kreations and
join the group (free!). Follow us on "We Love Kathy's" Ravelry group September 2019 thread
and the Kathy Zimmerman Group KAL...
*** "BUILDING WITH LACE" Tuesday, September 3, 2019, 9:30 am - 12:30 pm (knit) ***
*** "BUILDING BLOCKS" Tuesday, September 3, 2019, 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm (knit) ***
*** "BUILDING WITH LACE" Saturday, September 21, 2019, 9:00 am - 12 noon (knit) ***
*** "ZEBRA FADE SLIP STITCH" Saturday, September 21 2019, 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm (knit) ***
Private knitting and crocheting lessons available by appointment. Learning to knit or
correcting mistakes are not the only reasons to have a one-on-one tutoring lesson. Learn
new techniques like lace or short rows, or get help with a pattern before starting
-- our instructors can do it all! Additional group classes are forming -- ask us for details.
We would be glad to do a specific class topic for groups of 4 or more. Kathy's Kreations
has been the helpful hands of experienced knitting for more than 39 years!
Stitching helps to solve many of our modern problems by helping us improve focus,
reduce stress (which boosts better health and healing), and be more resilient in our everchanging, fast-paced world. The creative process is one of the finest ways to fulfill the
human potential...
KEEP KNITTING AND CROCHETING!

Kathy

